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Abstract

In Systemic Functional Grammar, modality is treated as a semantic domain that extends
across more than one grammatical environment. The basic distinction that determines
various realizations of modality is modeled as the system of ORIENTATION. This paper
aims to compare the explicit/implicit manifestations of modality in English and
Chinese, a relatively less discussed issue in previous literature. After introducing
the system network of modality in SFG, the paper, based on the rank theory, posits that
the explicit/implicit orientation could be mapped clearly onto the choices of three ranks:
clause, phrase/group and word. A meaning-oriented criterion is set up as follows: (i)
Explicit modality is construed as Figure/Proposition; (ii) Quasi-explicit modality is
construed as projecting Circumstance; (iii) Implicit modality is construed as modal
Adjunct, part of Process/Predicator or mood element. Provided this criterion, various
realizations of modality are examined along the rank scale both in English and Chinese. It
is found that the two languages share similar lexicogrammatical strategies in this respect.
Some major differences are: (i) Verbal groups (e.g. shuō bú dìng ‘say NEG firm’) can be
used to construe implicit modality in Chinese. This phenomenon is not found in English.
(ii) In English, the choice of explicit and implicit modality parallels the choice of subjective
and objective modality. In Chinese, however, the choice of subjective and objective
modality is available only when explicit modality is opted. A small-scale analysis of
how modality is translated in a parallel corpus shows preliminary evidence for the
above observations.
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Introduction
Modality has long been an important issue in linguistics (e.g. Lyons 1977; Quirk et al.

1985; Bybee et al. 1994; Palmer 2014). It has also been one of the central concerns in

Chinese linguistics (e.g. Tsang 1981; Xu 2000; Peng 2005). And the comparison of

modality in English and Chinese is not new (e.g. Li 2004). However, this paper will

show that there is still some room for further comparison of modality in the two

languages under the framework of Systemic Functional Grammar (hereafter SFG). In

SFG, modality is regarded as a semantic domain that extends across varied grammatical

units. The basic distinction that determines various realizations of modality is modeled as

the system of ORIENTATION (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 692) or MANIFESTATION

(Matthiessen 1995). Despite emerging attempts to investigate modality in Chinese from the
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SF perspective (e.g. Zhu 1996; Li 2007; Wei 2008; Yang and Chang 2011), the system of

ORIENTATION has not been fully discussed. Therefore, the present study aims to supple-

ment the previous literature by examining whether the system of ORIENTATION could be

applied to the description of modality in Chinese. This is what Matthiessen (2015) calls

‘transfer comparison’ in designing a study of language description. Two questions will be

addressed in this study:

How is modality manifested explicitly and implicitly in English and Chinese?

What are the choices in the system network of ORIENTATION of modality in

Chinese?

For a more systematic comparison, the hypothesis of rank theory in SFG will be

adopted to establish an analytical framework. The structure of the paper is as follows.

First, the theoretical background of modality and rank scale in SFG will be reviewed. It

is followed by a proposal of meaning-oriented criterion for various explicit/implicit

manifestation of modality based on explicit and implicit realizations of modality in English.

Then this criterion will be used to examine realizations of modality in Chinese. Next, the

subjective and objective variants of modality will be discussed. Finally, the explicit and

implicit modality will be investigated based on a small sample data from an English-Chinese

parallel corpus. It should be noted in the beginning that because the focus of this study is

on the system of ORIENTATION, only probability but not all modality types will be

discussed.

Theoretical background

Modality is modeled as a system of choices for construing uncertainty between yes and no

in SFG. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 182) present the system network in Fig. 1 below:

The system of MODALITY TYPE represents the choice of a proposition or a proposal.

The system of ORIENTATION represents the choice of various realizations. The system

of VALUE represents the degree of uncertainty. The system of POLARITY represents the

choice of yes and no. The current study focuses on ORIENTATION. There are two

dimensions in the system of ORIENTATION: subjective/objective variants and explicit/

implicit variants. Thompson’s (2014: 73) illustration of the subjective/objective variants is

most straightforward:

One feature that the different realizations of modality have in common is that they can

be graded according to how far the speaker overtly accepts responsibility for the attitude

being expressed. Essentially, speakers may express their point of view in a way that

makes it clear that this is their subjective point of view; or they may do it in a way that

‘objectivizes’ the point of view by making it appear to be a quality of the event itself.

The explicit/implicit variants, on the other hand, represent the choice of whether modality

is realized as a separate clause or as part of a clause (Thompson 2014: 75; Halliday and

Matthiessen 2014:181; Martin et al. 2010: 67–69). Matthiessen (1995: 497) considers it as

a system of MANIFESTATION. The four features combine to generate various realiza-

tions of modality as shown in Table 1.

The relevance between explicit/implicit modality and rank scale is illustrated through

the notion of interpersonal metaphor by Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 698). Explicit

modality is a metaphoric strategy of interpersonal assessment:
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The metaphoric strategy is to upgrade the interpersonal assessment from group rank

to clause rank – from an adverbial group or prepositional phrase serving within a

simple clause to a clause serving within a clause nexus of projection.

Therefore, in explicit modality, we could identify modal assessment realized at the

clause rank. Implicit modality, on the other hand, is realized at the group rank. However, it

should be noted that the explicit/implicit dimension is a cline in which some realizations lie

somewhere in between. In English, prepositional phrases such as in my opinion are used to

realize the intermediate explicit/implicit modality. For descriptive convenience, this type of

realization will be called “quasi-explicit” modality. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 688)

explain that a phrase is “a kind of halfway house between clausal and non-clausal status.” It

could be interpreted more clearly in light of the rank theory.

The rank theory is another basic assumption of SFG. It posits that language is organized

by units at different ranks on a scale from highest-ranking to lowest-ranking according to

their constituency potential (Matthiessen 1995: 75; Thompson 2014: 21–26). A unit of

higher rank consists of units of the rank next below. In English, the rank scale is ‘clause -

group/phrase – word – morpheme’, as exemplified in Table 2 below.

Table 1 Four feature combinations of realizations of modality (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 181)

subjective objective

implicit must Certainly

explicit I am certain that … It is certain that …

Fig. 1 System network of modality (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 182)
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Different from traditional approaches, SFG emphasizes the difference between a

phrase and a group. A prepositional phrase differs from a group in the sense that

a phrase is a reduction of a clause (or a minor/mini clause) whereas a group is an

expansion of a word. In experiential line of meaning, the internal structure of a

prepositional phrase can be separated into (minor) Process and Range, as shown

below (Table 3):

“The nominal group in a prepositional phrase”, as Halliday (1994: 213) suggests, “cor-

responds in function to one or other of the participants Range, Goal, Attribute, though

without any very clear distinction among them.” Thus he interprets the nominal group

in all cases of prepositional phrases as Range. In the interpersonal line of meaning, the

preposition plays the function of Predicator while the nominal group serves as Comple-

ment. Therefore, the internal structure of a phrase could be analyzed with the same logic

as that of a clause. The structure of a group, on the other hand, displays a ‘Modifier ^

Head’ pattern. Hence it is more like an expanded word than a reduced clause. From this

perspective, a prepositional phrase in my opinion is functionally related to I think. There-

fore, it should be regarded as quasi-explicit modality.

Another critical theoretical concept is rankshift, which means units at the higher rank

come to serve as if they were units of lower ranks. For example, a clause may be rank-

shifted to function as a Modifier of a Head in a nominal group as in As a simple illustra-

tion, think of an intern [[who examines a patient in the emergency ward of a hospital]]

(the rankshifted clause is marked by [[]] while the rankshifted group is marked by []) (see

Matthiessen 1995: 99–100). Rankshift is a vital grammatical means for expanding the

meaning potential of units at the lower rank. Now with the notion of rank-scale, it

becomes clear that various manifestations of modality could be described with reference

to various ranks.

Examining explicit/implicit modality along the rank-scale in English
The previous section gives an overview on how explicit/implicit modality is related to

the clausal status of a grammatical unit, which in turn is pertinent to how different

rank levels are modeled in SFG. This interconnection makes it possible to map the

rank-scale on the explicit/implicit cline of modality. However, it is necessary to estab-

lish a functional or meaning-oriented criterion for determining whether modality is

explicit or implicit so that it could be used to account for both congruent and incon-

gruent realizations of modality. The overall principle is as follows:

Table 2 Rank scale modeled in SFL (Matthiessen 1995: 75)

RANK Examples

clause |What enables us to have thoughts and feelings? |

group/phrase What| enables … to have| us| thoughts and feelings

word What| enables, … to, have| us| thoughts, and, feelings

morpheme What| enable + s, … to, have| us| thought + s, and, feel + ing + s

Table 3 Representation of prepositional phrases

the boy stood on the burning deck

Actor Process Location

Process Range
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Explicit modality is construed as Figure/Proposition.

Quasi-explicit modality is construed as projecting Circumstance (or more specifically,

Angle).

Implicit modality is construed as modal Adjunct, part of Process/Predicator or mood

element.

Table 4 demonstrates how the rank scale could be mapped onto functional units and

the explicit/implicit realizations of modality. Though phrase and group are both con-

sidered to be the constituencies of a clause next below, they differ in terms of their

resemblance to the structure of a clause (as stated earlier). This is the major feature

that separates explicit and implicit variants of modality because only the former pattern

could bring out the meaning potential of projecting circumstance (e.g. in my opinion).

Moving down the rank scale, modality could be realized by a unit at the group rank

and at the word rank. At the group rank, it is often realized by adverbial groups such

as very probably. At the word rank, the modal operator should is a finite in the verbal

group. The term ‘quasi-explicit’ is used to describe the modality realized at the phrase

rank to highlight the relatedness between a phrase and a clause. The expression in my

opinion could be viewed as circumstantiation of the clause I think. It is what Halliday

and Matthiessen (2014) call Angle. Angle behaves quite similarly to a projecting clause

and is more semantically detached from the main clause compared with other types of

circumstance (e.g. manner) (see Chen 2016 for comparison between English and Chinese

in this respect). Hence, the general principle is that grammatical units at higher ranks

realize more explicit modality than those at lower ranks.

Some cases involving rankshift are worth a few comments. Explicit modality can happen

when a clause to be modalized is rankshifted as a nominal group as shown below:

[3.1a] My opinion is [[that they want amnesty here]]. This is just another step towards

amnesty (COCA).

[3.1b] What [[I believe]] is that this trial has tremendous ramifications for all of us.

(COCA)

In example 3.1a, modality is construed not as part of evaluated clause they want

amnesty here, but as a relational clause. In other words, modality is construed as a

figure including a participant My opinion and a relational process is. By the same

token, in example 3.1b, modality is construed as a figure entailing a participant

What I believe, in which a mental clause is rankshifted to serve as if it were a nominal

group, and a relational process is.

[3.2] The way [[I see it]], we’ve got three choices (COCA FIC).

Example 3.2 shows another peculiar case of rankshift. Here, modality is realized by a

nominal group The way I see it. However, the whole expression functions as an angle,

in which the mental clause is downranked to qualify the nominal group The way. It is a

Table 4 Examples of explicit and implicit realizations of probability along the rank-scale in English

Rank scale Interpersonal unit Experiential unit Explicit/implicit cline Examples of probability

clause Proposition Figure explicit I think / My opinion is that …

phrase projecting
Circumstance

quasi-explicit in my opinion

group modal Adjunct/
Predicator

Process implicit probably / be likely to

word Finite implicit should
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projecting circumstance that is realized by a nominal group rather than the typical

prepositional phrase (e.g. in my opinion). Hence, a meaning-oriented criterion as pro-

posed above could better account for such atypical manifestations of modality. None-

theless, the rank-scale could serve as an analytical framework for an examination on

manifestations of modality in other languages like Chinese. It can also be applied to the

analysis of how modality is translated, as will be shown below.

Examining explicit/implicit modality along the rank-scale in Chinese
The last section sets forth the corresponding relation between units of various rank

levels, functional units, and explicit/implicit manifestations of modality in English. More

importantly, a meaning-oriented criterion has been established. Now this approach will be

applied to the analysis of modality in Chinese. In other words, various manifestations of

modality will be examined along the rank-scale. But first, it is necessary to mention a few

relevant typological features of Chinese language.

Chinese and English share the number of units on the rank scale. However, there are

at least two differences as pointed out by Halliday and McDonald (2004: 312–314):

First, in Chinese the lowest rank with implications for clause grammar is the group

rather than the word. The internal structure of the word is strictly derivational

(compounds, word class formatives) rather than inflectional. Grammatical affixes

(usually known as particles) can be analysed as part of the structure of either the group

(subordination, aspect) or the clause (aspect, mood). This means that the conception of

rank scale is a little different from English in that some word classes operate directly in

the structure of the clause. Secondly, there is a degree of functional indeterminacy

between certain ranks […] this often makes it difficult to distinguish between verbal

group and clause, and between verbal group complex and clause complex.

The indeterminacy between certain ranks poses challenges for analyzing the explicit/

implicit variants of modality in Chinese. For example, a ‘Pedicator ^ Complement’

structure like yǒu kěnéng ‘有可能, have possibility’ might be treated as an existential

clause (meaning ‘have possibility’) or a compound word (meaning ‘probably’) depending

on specific grammatical environments.

Another noteworthy feature is that the preposition in Chinese is also known as ‘coverb’

because it generally originates from verbs and often form the coverbial/coverbal phrase

that co-occurs with the main verb in a clause (Li and Thompson 1989: chapter 9). For

example:

[4.1] wǒ yào gēn tā shuōhuà.

我 要 跟 他 说话

I want with him talk.

“I want to talk with him.”

The verb nature of prepositions in Chinese conforms to Halliday’s (1994:213)

assumption that preposition is a ‘mini-verb’ that realizes the experiential function of

‘minor process’. It is also referred to as ‘prepositive verb’ by Halliday (1956). The only

class of phrase in Chinese, as Li (2007: 32–34) suggests, is the coverbal phrases in the

structure of ‘coverb ^ nominal group’. Two types of coverbal phrases are recognized: 1)

Circumstantial type – which corresponds roughly to various types of Circumstance in
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English; and 2) Participant type – which realizes a participant in a figure: Beneficiary in

a ditransitive clause, Goal or Actor in a clause with dispositive voice (e.g. bǎ, bèi, gěi

and ràng). If Li’s assumption is correct, the congruent form of quasi-explicit modality

in Chinese should be coverbal phrases.

Now with the two typological features in mind, various realizations of modality in

Chinese will be examined along the rank scale below.

Clause rank: Explicit modality

Explicit modality is construed as projecting figures in Chinese. Below are two typical

examples:

[4.2a] wǒ rènwéi tā zài jiā.

我 认为 他 在 家

I think he at home.

‘I think he is home.’

[4.2b] kělè gèrén gǎnjué nǐ zhè kuǎn xiāngshuǐ bú shìhé nǐ.

可乐, 个人 感觉 你 这 款 香水 不 适合 你

NAME personal feel you this MEA perfume NEG fit you.

‘Ke Le, I feel that this perfume does not fit you.’

Similar to English, explicit realization of modality might be complicated by rankshift.

For example, a mental clause might be packaged as a nominal group as shown below:

[4.3] wǒde kànfǎ shì [[tā zài jiā]].

我的 看法 是 他 在 家

my opinion be he at home.

‘My opinion is that he is home.’

The clause may also be downranked to serve as Qualifier. For example:

[4.4] zhè jiù shì [[wǒ rènwéi de]] zuì jiǎndān ér yǒuxiào de bànfǎ.

这 就 是 我 认为 的 最 简单 而 有效 地 办法。(BCC)

this just be I think SUB most simple and effective SUB solution.

‘I think this is the most simple and effective measure.’

The peculiarity in Chinese is that the downranked mental clause should precede

other Qualifiers. We cannot say.

[4.5] * zhè jiù shì zuì jiǎndān ér yǒuxiào de [[wǒ rènwéi de]] bànfǎ.

这 就 是 最 简单 而 有效 地 我 认为 的 办法

this just be most simple and effective SUB I think SUB solution.

The sequence of the qualifiers could be explained as follows: just like the explicit

realization of modality, the modalization should be construed, as it were, outside of the

modalized nominal group. In other words, the rankshifted mental clause projects the

following units in the nominal group. And this logical-semantic relation is reflected in

the sequence of qualifiers.

Phrase rank: Quasi-explicit modality

As mentioned above, the only phrase in Chinese is coverbal phrase. Quasi-explicit

modality is construed as an angle realized by a coverbal phrase as shown below:

[4.6a] xiànzài, duì wǒ láishuō, zuìxìngfú mòguòyú fēijī chūgùzhàng.

现在 对 我 来说 最幸福 莫过于 飞机 出故障
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now to me come-say luckiest no-more-than plane break-down.

‘Now, the plane’s breakdown is the best thing to me.’

[4.6b] búguò yī xuéshēng láikàn, zhèxiē dōu shì xìjié.

不过 依 学生 看来 这些 都 是 细节

but acc. Student(myself ) come-see these all be detail.

‘But in my opinion, these are all details.’

The common pattern is that the coverb combines with a verbal group to formulate a

coverbal complex (the circumposition in the sense of Greenberg 1995; Liu 2002; Cai

2013). In example 4.6a, the coverbal complex is duì … láishuō. In example 4.6b, the

complex is yī…láikàn. Another pattern is that a mental clause serves as Complement

as in yī wǒ kàn, in which wǒ kàn is a mental clause.

Notably, in Chinese, the whole coverbal phrase could be put after the conditional

connectives such as rú, rúguǒ, ruò or yào ‘if ’. For example:

[4.7a] rú yī wǒde yìsī, bùrú yòng liángshuǐ bǎ tā guànxǐng.

如 依 我的 意思 不如 用 凉水 把 他 灌醒

if acc. my way why-not use cold-water PAR he pour-wake.

‘If you ask me, why not pour her awake with cold water.’

[4.7b] rú yī wǒ kàn, juéduì shì yǒu fēi dí.

如 依 我 看 绝对 是 友 非 敌

if acc. I see absolutely be friend not enemy.

‘If you ask me, it is definitely a friend not an enemy.’

It could be argued that the coverb yī in the data above is used as a verb. However,

the Subject of the verb yī would never occur in this structure. For example, we cannot

say rú nǐ yī wǒ kàn ‘If you acc. I see’. It means that the conditional clause is used specific-

ally for introducing the speaker’s own advice. In this case, it could be treated as explicit or

quasi-explicit modality.

Group rank: Implicit modality

In Chinese, implicit modality is construed as a modal adjunct. It could be realized by

an adverbial group in which a modal adverb serves as Head. The typical items are

kěnéng ‘可能 probably’ and yěxǔ ‘也许 perhaps’.

It should be noted in particular that in Chinese, a clause can be downranked to become

a word (somewhat similar to lexicalization). First consider the case of yǒu kěnéng ‘有可能

have possibility’. It could be analyzed as an existential clause where yǒu ‘have’ is the exist-

ential process and kěnéng ‘possibility’ is the existent. See the examples below:

[4.8a] tā kěnéng zài jiā.

他 可能 在 家

he probably at home.

‘He is probably home.’

[4.8b]tā yǒu kěnéng zài jiā.

他 有 可能 在 家

he have possibility at home.

‘He is probably home.’

[4.8c] tā hěn yǒu kěnéng zài jiā.

他 很 有可能 在 家
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He very have possibility at home.

‘He is very probably home.’

[4.8d] tā yǒu diǎn kěnéng zài jiā.

他 有 点 可能 在 家

He have little possibility at home.

‘There is a little probability that he is home.’

The existential clause yǒu kěnéng is all downranked to serve as a word in 4.8b to

4.8d. Actually, it could be argued that yǒu kěnéng is a fully lexicalized word. The gram-

matical feature of yǒu kěnéng is comparable to that of yǒu yòng ‘have use’, which is a

typical adjective meaning ‘useful’. They can both be modified by hěn ‘very’ as in hěn

yǒu kěnéng ‘very probably’ and hěn yǒu yòng ‘very useful’. They can be both modified

by diǎn ‘little’ in the middle as in yǒu diǎn kěnéng ‘a little probability’ and yǒu diǎn

yòng ‘a little useful’. Therefore, it is not necessary to treat yǒu kěnéng as a rankshifted

existential clause. But rather, it is a word that serves as Head of the adverbial group

which realizes modal Adjunct in the examples above. In example 4.8b, there is no

Modifier. In example 4.8c, the Modifier is hěn ‘very’. In example 4.8d, the Modifier is

diǎn ‘little’. Therefore, yǒu kěnéng is an adverbial group that functions as modal

Adjunct in the examples above.

Further evidence to treat yǒu kěnéng as modal Adjunct is shown in example 4.9

below:

[4.9] tā yěxǔ yǒu kěnéng zài jiā.

他 也许 有 可能 在 家

he perhaps have possibility at home.

‘He may probably be home.’

Two modal adjuncts yěxǔ ‘perhaps’ and yǒu kěnéng ‘probably’ are put together to

form a complex. It indicates that the two units are of the same kind. Therefore, yǒu

kěnéng is considered as realizing implicit modality when it occurs in a clause.

In Chinese, some mental verbs can be used to construe modal Adjunct such as

kǒngpà ‘恐怕fear’. For example:

[4.10] tā kǒngpà bú zài jiā.

他 恐怕 不 在 家

he probably(afraid) NEG at home.

‘He is probably not home.’

More interestingly, some verbal groups are composed of, typically, a projecting verb

and a postverb (e.g. shuō bú dìng ‘说不定say NEG firm’). This structure is more often

considered as completive verb compounds in traditional grammar (e.g. Thompson

1973). McDonald (1996), from the perspective of rank-scale in SFG, regards this struc-

ture as a verbal group. His general argument is that the complement in a verb com-

pound should be functionally viewed as Extension of the verb that expresses phasal

meanings. Thus a verb compound simultaneously works at the clause rank as Process

and at the verbal group rank as a verb plus a postverb. It can be better illustrated with

a simple clause in Table 5 below:

Extension here is used as a functional label representing combinations of semantic

choices in the system of PHASE. According to McDonald, the system of PHASE, in

contrast with the system of ASPECT, concentrates more specifically on the Process. It

“identifies separate stages of progression of the action.” Therefore, in Chinese, we have
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compounds like xiǎngqǐlái ‘想起来come up with an idea’, zǒuxiàqù ‘走下去continue to

walk’, zuòwán ‘做完be finished’, etc. McDonald argues that the system of PHASE in

Chinese should include three basic choices of meaning: directional, resultative as well

as non-literal directional as shown in Fig. 2 below:

Under this framework, the verbal group shuō bú dìng could be analyzed as ‘verb ^

postverb’ structure. The postverb bú dìng denotes the mental state of uncertainty. Con-

sider the data below:

[4.11a] wǒmén shuō bú dìng shěnme shíhòu jiù yào líkāi.

我们 说 不 定 什么 时候 就 要 离开

we say NEG firm what time just should leave(BCC Literary).

‘We are not sure when we should leave.’

[4.11b]? wǒmén shěnme shíhòu jiù yào líkāi.

我们 什么 时候 就 要 离开

we what time just should leave.

‘When should we leave?’

[4.11c] yǐhòu wǒmén shuō bú dìng huì chéngwéi péngyǒu.

以后 我们 说 不 定 会 变成 朋友 (BCC Literary)

later we say NEG firm will become friend.

‘We will probably become friends in the future.’

[4.11d] yǐhòu wǒmén huì chéngwéi péngyǒu.

以后 我们 会 变成 朋友

‘We will become friends in the future.’

In example 4.11a, the verbal group shuō bú dìng roughly means ‘don’t know’ or ‘cannot

decide’. It cannot be reduced because it is still experientially significant, playing the function

of mental process in the clause. However, the expression shuōbúdìng in example 4.11c

Table 5 Experiential structure of a clause with a verb compound

wǒ xí hǎo le

I wash good

Actor Process (material)

nominal group verbal group

Event Extension Aspect

verb postverb particle

Fig. 2 System of phase in Chinese (McDonald 1996:324)
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should be analyzed as modal Adjunct rather than verbal Process because it is experientially

insignificant. It is deductible as shown in example 4.11d. But from example 4.11c to ex-

ample 4.11d, the meaning of probability is lost. It could be theorized as decategorialization

in the sense of Hopper and Traugott (1993: 102). In SFG, this could be modeled as change

of its metafunction from experiential projection (meaning don’t know) to interpersonal pro-

jection (meaning probably).

Another item that could be analyzed in a similar way is méi zhǔn ‘没准NEG accurate’.

It is a verbal group serving as Attribute in example 4.12a but as modal Adjunct in

example 4.12b below:

[4.12a] zhè huǒchē méi zhǔn.

这 火车 没 准

this train NEG accurate (BCC Literary).

‘This train is not on time.’

[4.12b] méi zhǔn yìhuì jiù huì xiàyǔ.

没 准 一会 就 会 下雨 (BCC Literary)

NEG accurate soon just will rain.

‘It will probably rain soon.’

The common feature of these groups is that they cannot be modified by degree

adverbs. We cannot say hěn shuōbúdìng (很说不定) or hěn méizhǔn (很没准) for modal

assessment. The only exception is that they can be modified by the verbal adjunct yě

‘also’ when the group occurs at the end of a clause. For instance:

[4.13a] wǒmén huì biànchéng péngyǒu yě shuōbúdìng.

我们 会 变成 朋友 也 说不定

we will become friend also probably.

‘It is also possible that we will become friends.’

[4.13b] yíhuì jiù huì xiàyǔ yě méizhǔn.

一会 就 会 下雨 也 没准

soon just will rain also probably.

‘It is also possible that it will rain in a while.’

Here the placement of the groups is textually motivated. The textual meaning is

to construe modality as NEW. It is similar to the evaluative enhanced construction

“it is … that”, e.g. it is also possible that, in English (Fawcett and Huang 1995, Wang

2008). Without this kind of grammatical construction in Chinese, the post position

of a group is a more common strategy. The verbal groups could not be considered

as realizing events because no Participant is involved. Hence, they realized implicit

modality.

Word rank: Implicit modality

Down to the word rank, implicit modality is construed as verbal adjunct which is realized

by modal auxiliaries1 such as yīnggāi ‘应该should’. Modal auxiliaries serve as premodifiers

in verbal groups. See the example below:

[4.14a] tā yīnggāi zài jiā.

他 应该 在 家

He probable at home.

‘He should be home.’
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[4.14b]? yīnggāi tā zài jiā.

应该 他 在 家

probable he at home.

The modal assessment is realized by the verbal auxiliary. Hence it cannot be moved

to the initial position of the clause as illustrated in example 4.14b. Another way to

realize implicit modality is to use the mood particle ba (see Zhu 1996). Now manifesta-

tions of modality at various ranks in Chinese are summarized in Table 6 below:

Subjective/objective modality along the rank-scale in English
The subjective and objective orientations of modality can also be examined along the

rank-scale. In this way, the interaction between explicit/implicit and subjective/object-

ive dimensions could be more clearly revealed. Table 7 displays the interaction with the

examples of probability in English. To simplify the matter, cases that involve rankshift

are not included.

It is interesting to note that the choice of subjective and objective orientations of modality

mostly parallels the choice of explicit and implicit variants. However, at the group and word

ranks, some choices are missing. It is so because the subjective orientation of implicit

modality is defined based on the criterion that whether the modality could be probed by the

speaker. Modality that is realized by the verbal operator (at the word rank, e.g. must) can be

probed as in Must he have left? and therefore it is subjective. On the other hand, modality

that is realized by the adverbial group (at the group rank, e.g. certainly) cannot be probed

this way, so it is objective (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 181).

Also noteworthy is that when the manifestation of modality moves from implicit to

explicit, the meaning potential could be further expanded, catering to interpersonal

needs. For example, the explicitly-subjective modality could be realized as a conditioning

clause as shown below:

[5.1] That sounds like an opportunity for perversion if you ask me. (COCA FIC).

Conditioning clauses like these are regarded as idioms that mean in my opinion in

English (Chang 2017: 325). With this expression, not only is the subjective orientation

foregrounded, but some sense of politeness or social distance is also added. This effect

cannot be achieved with the units at group or word ranks.

Table 6 Manifestations of probability along the rank-scale in Chinese

Rank-scale Interpersonal unit Experiential unit Orientation Examples of probability

clause Proposition Figure explicit wǒ kàn
我 看
wǒde kànfǎ shì …
我的 看法 是
wǒ rènwéi de…
我认为的…

phrase projecting Circumstance quasi-explicit zài wǒ kànlái
在我看来

group modal Adjunct implicit kěnéng可能/yǒukěnéng有可能
yěxǔ也许
kǒngpà 恐怕
shuōbúdìng说不定
méizhǔn没准

word verbal Adjunct implicit yīnggāi应该

mood element implicit ba 吧
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Another case in point is the quasi-explicit modality in my opinion. With the half-

clausal structure, some evaluative meanings could be added to further moderate the

modal value. See the data from COCA in Table 8:

In the expressions like IN MY HUMBLE OPINION, the modal value of the main

clause would be downgraded. However, what the usage really reflects is the social

distance between the speaker and the addressee. We can hardly picture two intim-

ate friends uttering out the expression in my humble opinion. On the contrary,

expressions like IN MY PROFESSIONAL OPINION tones up the modal value of

the main clause by the positive item PROFESSIONAL. Hence the meaning poten-

tial of modality could be multiply expanded with the manifestation going from

implicit to explicit.

Subjective/objective modality along the rank-scale in Chinese
The choice of subjective and objective orientation is available for the modality that is

realized at the clause rank in Chinese. Similar to English, the subjective orientation is

realized by verbal/mental clauses while the objective orientation is realized by relational

clauses. They could be exemplified as follows:

[6.1a] wǒ rènwéi tā zài jiā.

我 认为 他 在 家

I think he at home.

“I think he is home.”

Table 7 Interaction between explicit/implicit and subjective/objective orientations of modality
(excluding cases that involve rankshifting)

Rank Manifestation Subjective Objective

clause explicit I am certain It is certain that

phrase quasi-explicit in my opinion in all probability

group implicit – certainly

word implicit must –

Table 8 Frequency of Viewpoint with evaluating items in COCA

no. items freq.

1 IN MY HUMBLE OPINION 56

2 IN MY PERSONAL OPINION 29

3 IN MY PROFESSIONAL OPINION 16

4 IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL OPINION 15

5 IN MY HONEST OPINION 4

6 IN OUR HUMBLE OPINION 3

7 IN YOUR HUMBLE OPINION 3

8 IN HER PERSONAL OPINION 2

9 IN HIS HUMBLE OPINION 2

10 IN HIS PERSONAL OPINION 2

11 IN MY CONSIDERED OPINION 2
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[6.1b] - tā zài jiā.

他 在 家

he at home.

‘He is home.’

- yǒu zhè gè kěnéng.

有 这 个 可能.

have this MEA possibility.

‘It is possible.’

The expression yǒu zhè gè kěnéng in example 6.1b is an existential clause in which the

existential process is yǒu ‘have’, and the existent is zhè gè kěnéng ‘this MEA possibility’. It

is explicit modality because it could not occur in the middle of the modalized clause:

[6.2]* tā yǒu zhè gè kěnéng zài jiā.

他 有 这 个 可能 在 家

he have this MEA possibility at home.

The existent kěnéng could also be graded by measure noun yì diǎn ‘一点a little’ as in

yǒu yì diǎn kěnéng ‘there is a little possibility’. This type of expression is often used as a

response to others’ statement rather than expressing the speaker’s own attitude. And it

could also be used as a question:

[6.3] yǒu méi yǒu zhè gè kěnéng?

有 没 有 这 个 可能?

has NEG has this MEA possibility.

‘Is there such possibility?’

But when the existent is not modified, the rank level of the expression yǒu kěnéng is

not clear. It behaves more like an adverbial group as it could occur in the middle of the

modalized clause as already shown above. Hence the item yǒu kěnéng is analyzed as

modal adjunct when it occurs as part of another clause.

At the phrase rank, it seems there is no objective orientation of modality. Similar to

English, the meaning potential is also expanded through self-evaluation in angle. The

most frequent evaluative items are listed in Table 9.

By and large, the evaluative items occur more frequently with more potential choices

in Chinese angle than English.

For implicit modality, it is not necessary to distinguish subjective and objective orien-

tations because there is no finite system in Chinese (Halliday and McDonald 2004).

Table 9 Frequency of evaluative viewpoints in BCC literary

appraisal meaning items freq.

stupid/clumsy view yī … (zhī) yú/zhuó jiàn 552

依 之 愚/拙 见

acc. SUB stupid opinion

shallow view yī … qiǎn jiàn 59

依 浅 见

acc. shallow opinion

narrow view yī … yì kǒng zhī jiàn/guǎn jiàn 8

依 一 孔 之 见 管 见

acc. one hole SUB opinion/tube opinion
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Modality can be probed simply by adding the mood particle mā ‘吗’ or tag question shì

mā ‘是吗’ at the end of the clause. For instance:

[6.4a] tā kěnéng zài jiā mā?

他 可能 在 家 吗?

he probably at home MOD.

‘Might he be home?’

[6.4b] tā kěnéng zài jiā, shì mā?

他 可能 在 家,是吗?

he probably at home be MOD.

‘He might be home, might he not?’

The realizations of subjective/objective modality in Chinese are summarized in Table 10:

One prominent difference between Chinese and English is that the choices of objective

modality are all missing at group and word ranks. Therefore, the system network of

ORIENTATION in Chinese should be revised as in Fig. 3 below:

The network is reworked to highlight the fact that it is not necessary to distinguish

subjective and objective orientations in implicit realizations of modality in Chinese.

Only when explicit modality is chosen, the choice between subjective and objective

orientations becomes available. It is so because the finite system of mood does not exist

in Chinese. The evidence is that when the implicitly subjective and objective modality

is translated from English, it is difficult to represent the difference in Chinese as illus-

trated below:

He may be home.

He is probably home.

Translation: tā kěnéng / yéxǔ / shuōbúdìng zài jiā.

他 可能 /也许 / 说不定 在 家.

While, in English, may and probably are subjective and objective respectively, the ex-

pressions in Chinese kěnéng, yéxǔ and shuōbúdìng behave similarly except that kěnéng

is gradable and the latter two are ungradable. They are not part of the finite (because

there is no finite) or mood.

Is it possible to identify other criteria to judge the subjective orientation of the implicit

modality in Chinese? Consider the example below,

[6.5] tā zài jiā ba.

他 在 家 吧

he at home MOD.

‘He is probably home.’

Table 10 Realizations of subjective/objective modality along the rank-scale in Chinese (excluding.cases
that involve rankshifting)

Rank Orientation Subjective Objective

clause explicit wǒ kàn
我 看
I see

yǒu zhè gè kěnéng
有 这 个 可能
have this MEA possibility

phrase quasi-explicit zài wǒ kànlái
在 我 看来
at I see-come

–

group implicit – –

word implicit – –
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The mood particle ba in example 6.5 signals the speaker’s uncertain attitude. It is a

case of utilizing the mood element (similar to the finite in English perhaps?) to give

modal assessment in Chinese. Hence it could be viewed as implicitly subjective modality.

But still, it could not be used in a systematic way like the finite in English (e.g. should for

modulation and must for modalization). Hence the distinction between subjective and

objective in implicit modality could not be justified. Similarly, in quasi-explicit modality, it

appears that there is no expression in Chinese that is correspondent to the prepositional

phrase in all probability. The translation is likely to be an adverbial group hěn kěnéng

‘very probably’ or an idiom shí yǒu bā jiǔ ‘十有八九, literally, ten has eight nine’. The

idiom is not a coverbal phrase but a lexicalized item that functions as modal Adjunct. It is

more appropriate to treat the idiom as an adverbial group as well. In other words, no clear

evidence supports the necessity to distinguish subjective and objective orientations in

implicit modality in Chinese.

Preliminary evidence in parallel corpus
The previous sections have examined the explicit and implicit manifestations of modal-

ity in English and Chinese along the rank scale. However, more evidence is needed to

justify the explicit/implicit categorization and the notion of quasi-explicit in particular.

For this, we turn to translation. Matthiessen (2014) posits that translation (be it shift or

equivalence) might be interpreted through dimensions of language organization: strati-

fication, rank, instantiation, metafunction, delicacy, and axis (cf. Matthiessen 2001,

2014; Halliday 2009; Huang 2017). It is believed that drawing our attention to the

dimension of rank may reveal the semantic features of various realizations of modality.

The sample data of the current study is collected from the English-Chinese parallel

corpus of CCL.2 We have searched the corpus with three sets of key words: ‘I think’, ‘in

my opinion’, and ‘perhaps’. The three expressions are chosen because they are the most

typical manifestations of explicit, quasi-explicit and implicit modality in English.

Then the first 50 available instances of each expression are collected, generating a

total number of 150 instances. How these expressions are represented in Chinese

is shown in Table 11:

Fig. 3 System network of ORIENTATION of modality in Chinese

Table 11 Representation of ‘I think’, ‘in my opinion’ and ‘perhaps’ in parallel corpus

explicit quasi-explicit implicit zero

English items

I think 44 (88%) 0 (0%) 4 2

in my opinion 42 (84%) 8(16%) 0 0

perhaps 0 0 38 (76%) 12
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The explicit realization of modality I think parallels with explicit realizations in Chinese

in most cases (88% of the total). Here is one typical case:

[7.1] wǒ rènwéi gè duìxiàng gōngsī jiāng zǒu dào qìqǐ.

我 认为 各 对象 公司 将 走 到 一起

I think each object company will walk to together.

English text: I think the object companies will come together.

However, there are 4 instances in which the explicit realization corresponds to implicit

realization in Chinese. The most frequent implicit realizations are kǒngpà ‘恐怕afraid’. See

one example below:

[7.2] xuānchuán gōngzuò huìyì tíchū dǎngxiào hé lúnxùn fēnkāi.

宣传 工作 会议 提出 党校 和 轮训 分开

propaganda work conference propose Party-school and training separate.

kǒngpà zhègì yìjiàn shì duì de.

恐怕 这个 意见 是 对 的.

afraid this advice is correct PAR.

English text: At the conference on propaganda it was proposed that Party schools be

separated from this training, which I think is the correct thing to do.

Moreover, two instances find no corresponding expressions in Chinese. The motiva-

tions for the translation shift are not clear. When the explicit modality is represented

implicitly, the subjective orientation is lost. Thus the interpersonal equivalence is

affected. Nevertheless, these cases are rare in my data.

As for quasi-explicit realizations of modality, 84% of the phrase in my opinion are

manifested explicitly in Chinese as shown in example 7.3a.

[7.3a] wǒ kàn zhè zhǒng xì yǎn yìdiǎn yě kéyǐ.

我 看 这 种 戏 演 一点 也 可以

I see this MEA show perform a-bit also all-right.

English text: In my opinion, it is all right to stage some of them.

Only 22% are manifested quasi-explicitly. Consider the examples below:

[7.3b] jù wǒ kàn, xíngshì bǐ yìxiē rén qiáng,

据 我 看,形势 比 一些 人 强,

according-to I see situation than some person powerful.

shènzhì bǐ dà guan qiáng.

甚至 比 大 官 强。.

even than big official powerful.

English text: In my opinion, circumstances are more powerful than individuals, even

than high officials.

[7.3c] wǒde yìsī shì, yīnwèi jūnduì shòu de zànyáng tài duō le.

我的 意思 是, 因为 军队 受 的 赞扬 太 多 了,

my opinion be because army be SUB praise too many ASP.

suóyǐ bù néng zhǐ bào xǐ bú bào yōu.

so NEG can only say happy NEG say sad.

所以 不 能 只 报 喜 不 报 忧。.

English text: In my opinion, we shouldn’t talk only about the strong po[in]ts of our

army to the neglect of its weaknesses, because it has been praised often enough.

In example 7.3b, a coverbal phrase jù wǒ kàn据我看 ‘according to me’ is employed to

construe the quasi-explicit modality. This strategy is used in 8 instances. In example 7.3c,
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modality is realized by a relational clause wǒde yìsī shì我的意思是 ‘my opinion’. Thus, it

is regarded as explicit modality. This strategy is used in 3 instances. It is surprising that

quasi-explicit realizations are not paralleled between the two languages. The explicit

realization occurs more frequently than quasi-explicit realization (84% versus 16%) in

Chinese for quasi-explicit modality in English. In other words, most of the quasi-explicit

modality in English is shifted into explicit orientation in Chinese. It seems that the differ-

ence between explicit and quasi-explicit realizations of modality is blurred in translators’

bilingual knowledge. This phenomenon serves as strong evidence for the notion of ‘quasi-

explicit’ modality as proposed in this study. In other words, the intermediate realization of

modality that lies between explicit and implicit ends is close to the explicit end rather than

the implicit end. It also supports the basic assumption in SFG that a prepositional phrase

is a minor clause.

In the case of implicit modality, the adverbial group perhaps is mostly paralleled with

implicit realizations in Chinese (76%). Explicit or quasi-explicit realizations are not found

in the Chinese texts to parallel with implicit modality in English. Notably, 24% of the in-

stances in English find no expression in Chinese texts. It reveals the fact that interpersonal

meaning is often overlooked by the translator when the modality is implicit.

Another interesting issue is to examine how verbal groups such as shuōbúdìng ‘说不

定’ and méizhǔn ‘没准’ are translated into English because verbal groups cannot be

used to construe modal Adjunct in English. The corpus mentioned above generates 13

instances for shuōbúdìng and 4 instances for méizhǔn (Table 12).

Most of the expression shuōbúdìng parallels implicit modality in English. Below is

one example:

[7.4a] shuō bú dìng shàngmiàn yǒu míngzì huòzhě shěnme.

说 不 定 上面 有 名字 或者 什么

say NEG firm on have name or what.

English text: maybe its got a name on it or something.

Two instances correspond to explicit modality in English. It is translated into some-

one’s knowledge about something.

[7.4b] xǔduō rén hěn dānxīn hàipà yǒukěnéng shuōbú dìng.

许多 人 很 担心 害怕 有可能 说 不 定

many people very worry fear have-possibility say NEG firm.

shìjiè mòrì zhēnde jiù zài nà yì tiān.

世界 末日 真的 就 在 那 一 天。.

world end really just at that one day.

English text: many were afraid–afraid that perhaps–who knows–the world might

end that very day.

The tendency is the same with the expression méizhǔn. The translation proves that

the verbal group at issue realizes implicit modality. It differs from the adverbial group

in the sense that it foregrounds the meaning of mental processes.

Table 12 Representation of ‘shuōbúdìng’ and ‘méizhǔn’ in parallel corpus

Realizations in English
Chinese items

explicit quasi-explicit implicit zero

shuōbúdìng 2(15.4%) 0 11(84.6%) 0

méizhǔn 1(25%) 0 3(75%) 0
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Conclusion
The study has compared the system of ORIENTATION of modality in English and

Chinese. The two languages share the same strategy in explicit and implicit orienta-

tions. Specifically, modality could be realized by units of various rank levels. Explicit

modality is construed as Figure. Quasi-explicit modality is construed as projecting Cir-

cumstance. Implicit modality is construed as modal Adjunct, part of Process/Predicator,

or mood elements. One systemic difference between English and Chinese is that the

word that realizes implicit modality is the finite (verbal operator) in English while the

word in Chinese is the verbal adjunct (verbal auxiliary). This leads to another major dif-

ference: in English, the implicitly subjective modality is realized by the finite whereas in

Chinese, there is no such grammatical resource. Hence there is no need to distinguish

subjective/objective orientations in implicit modality. In fact, the choice of subjective

and objective orientation is most obvious in explicit modality (not in quasi-explicit or

implicit modality) in Chinese. Another difference is that at the group rank, verbal

groups can be used to construe modal Adjunct in Chinese while this phenomenon is

not found in English. Nonetheless, in both languages, moving up the rank scale from

implicit to explicit modality means expanding the meaning potential of modality. Finally,

the parallel corpus shows that translation shifts mostly occur in quasi-explicit modality.

That is, the modality realized quasi-explicitly in English is more often represented expli-

citly in Chinese texts. It proves that the term ‘quasi-explicit’, as proposed in this study,

captures the semantic nature of modality realized by units at phrase rank.

Endnotes
1Modal auxiliaries here are analyzed as words that occupy the pre-Head position of a

verbal group as proposed in Halliday and McDonald (2004: 314–315).
2The website of CCL corpus: http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/index_bi.jsp

Abbreviations
Acc: according to; ASP: aspect; MEA: measure noun; NEG: negative; PAR: particle; SUB: subordination marker
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